In this month's issue of ACS Industry Matters, Emma Parmee of Janssen Research & Development LLC understands asking for new opportunities can be intimidating but is adamant that speaking up can actually result in positive outcomes. ACS Career Consultant Kristin Nuzzio also shares some techniques on how to make introverted employees more comfortable and successful, and frequent Industry Matters contributor Mark Jones speaks to his annual battle with woodpeckers.

Explore more below!

BRIDGING TECHNOLOGY
Erin Dotlich speaks to the importance of influence mapping and how using it can benefit one's career. Go to Article

ONE MINUTE MENTOR
Emma Parmee of Janssen Research & Development LLC urges all to speak up for new opportunities. Go to Article
CAREER PERSPECTIVES

ACS Career Consultant Kristin Nuzzio shares ideas on how to foster a comfortable environment for introverted employees. Go to Article

MARK JONES

Mark Jones speaks to his yearly battle with woodpeckers and how chemistry is involved. Go to Article

THE 5TH QUARTER

Susan Butts says when it comes time to retire, take advantage of the flexibility it offers. Go to Article

https://app.connect.discoveracs.org/e/es?e=659536&elqTrackId=efd74c1a1b7a40299e524d6e5aa03bea&elq=25a03ae04b794f0fb906f...
Nominations for 2023 Heroes of Chemistry are Open Through February 1!

Nominations for the 2023 Heroes of Chemistry Award are now open through February 1! This award is one of ACS's highest honors for industry, recognizing companies which have developed successfully commercialized products. Celebrate the breakthrough treatments and revolutionary new products of a team from your company today!

Please email ChemHero@acs.org with any questions.

Have a Question? Get Answers, While Expanding Your Professional Network!

ACS is excited to announce that all members of the ACS community now have access to the ACS Link networking platform. ACS Link provides you with a new way to connect virtually with individuals in the global ACS community who are around the corner, or around the world! This benefit is now included in your current benefits package. Have a question? The ACS community might just have the answer.

Speakers Wanted: New ACS Speaker Directory

ACS is launching a new Speaker Directory to provide our component group leaders with access to a diverse group of global speakers who want to share their expertise and passion for chemistry. Are you interested in becoming a speaker? Register today to create your profile.